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About this report

 18,588 homes built•	

 Average selling price •	
£183,100

 71% of our developments •	
built on brownfield land

All operating divisions •	
certified to ISO14001

 Accident incident rate •	
reduced from 857 to 656 per 
100,000 persons employed

 88% of customers would •	
recommend Barratt Group 
companies to a friend

First zero carbon home built •	
by a major housebuilder

73 National House Building •	
Council ‘Pride in the Job’ 
Quality awards (more than 
any other housebuilder and  
a record for Barratt)

This is the fifth CR report from the Barratt 

Group. It covers all operations in our 

housebuilding divisions which operate around 

the country under the Barratt, David Wilson 

and Ward brands. It excludes the much 

smaller commercial development brand which 

operates as Wilson Bowden Developments as 

this business is in the process of divestment.

For the three financial years ending in 2004, 

2005 and 2006 we published a corporate 

responsibility report at the same time as  

our annual report and accounts. During the 

financial year ending in 2007 we acquired 

Wilson Bowden plc and began the integration 

of the two businesses and only published  

a comprehensive CR update for this period. 

This is the first full report on the fully  

integrated business.

A pdf version of this report is available on our 

website at www.barrattdevelopments.co.uk

For further information please contact:

The Company Secretariat

Barratt Developments PLC

Barratt House

Cartwright Way

Forest Business Park

Bardon Hill

Coalville

Leicestershire

LE67 1UF

Corporate Responsibility 
highlights 2008

This report details our approach to Corporate 
Responsibility (‘CR’) and our management of CR 
governance and risk, and reports on what we have 
done during the year ended 30 June 2008 to improve 
our economic, environmental and social performance.
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Our Responsibility

“Despite the challenges 
of the past 12 months 
including the integration 
of the Wilson Bowden 
business and the 
deterioration in the UK 
housing market we have 
made good progress  
in our CR agenda and 
remain committed to it.”

This year we have taken a big step forward 

towards the Government target of delivering 

zero carbon homes, with our commitment  

to make all new planning applications 

promoted after 1 July 2008 to Level 3  

of the Government’s Code for Sustainable 

Homes and the construction of the Barratt 

Green House, built to Level 6 of the Code. 

Construction of this home has built on the 

knowledge we gained from our Eco-Smart 

village in Chorley and provided us with 

invaluable insights into how zero carbon 

homes can be designed and constructed  

and we plan to take the most successful 

aspects and apply them to homes we  

build in the future.

We are saddened to report the death of one 

person and the serious illness of another  

at a completed development at Bedfont 

Lakes in West London in February 2008, 

which appears to have been caused by 

carbon monoxide poisoning from a gas  

heating installation.

Notwithstanding this tragic event we have 

continued to make good progress in safety, 

health and environment, reducing our 

reportable accident incident rate to 656 per 

100,000 persons employed, improving our 

training and communication procedures and 

analysing and targeting major risk areas.

Engagement with our customers is at the 

forefront of our CR agenda and this year we 

have built on our Customer Care Charter  

and Customer Care Code of Practice and 

looked at the way we communicate with our 

customers to improve customer feedback 

through an on-line communication system.

We have also made great progress developing 

our people, through the provision of enhanced 

training and development opportunities, 

encouraging success through performance 

development reviews and improving our  

talent pool through our graduate recruitment 

programme and leadership development 

programmes.

We have made our CR agenda more tangible 

by creating six CR charters and we will use 

these to inform our stakeholders about what 

we are trying to achieve.

If you have any comments or suggestions 

about this report, we would like to hear from 

you. You can find a feedback form on our 

website at www.barrattdevelopments.co.uk  

I hope you enjoy reading about our progress.

Mark Clare

Group Chief Executive

22 October 2008

Welcome to our fifth CR report, which summarises 
our progress in the year to 30 June 2008 and our 
aspirations for the future.

Group Chief Executive’s statement
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Our Responsibility

The first Barratt company was established in 

1958 in Newcastle upon Tyne and then grew 

steadily, establishing the roots that were to 

support its future growth. The Company was 

first listed on the London Stock Exchange in 

1968 and in 1972 a programme of expansion 

was launched through a series of acquisitions 

and the creation of new companies.

During the 1990’s the Group grew organically, 

establishing an unrivalled track record of 

consistent growth and becoming Britain’s 

best-known house builder.

In April 2007 Barratt acquired Wilson Bowden 

plc and today the Group has a network of  

26 housebuilding divisions in key locations 

throughout Britain, selling new homes under 

the Barratt Homes, David Wilson Homes  

and Ward Homes brands. Our divisions are 

organised into six regions, each headed by  

a Regional Managing Director reporting to  

a Group Board Executive Director.

Barratt Homes is focussed on urban 

regeneration, flats and traditional houses 

whilst David Wilson Homes predominantly 

focuses on family homes. Ward Homes is  

a regional brand based in Kent.

We are a leader amongst housebuilders in the 

provision of social housing: of the 18,588 units 

that we legally completed in the last financial 

year to 30 June 2008, 3,785 or 20.4% were 

homes for housing association partners.

Barratt caters for all sectors of the housing 

market from first time buyers to luxury 

apartments and family homes with an average 

selling price of £183,100. We continue to be 

committed to delivering affordable homes for 

first time buyers and during the last financial 

year legally completed 312 of our pioneering 

iPad homes, supported 1,459 buyers 

throughout the country with our own shared 

equity products where we retain a proportion 

of the home interest free for a specified period 

and we completed 232 homes under the 

English Partnerships First Time Buyer Initiative. 

We typically have almost 500 sites being built 

at any one time spread throughout England, 

Scotland and Wales. This wide geographic 

spread, and our extensive product range, 

ensure that we avoid an over dependence  

on any one area or market sector. Our total 

land bank consists of both owned and 

controlled plots and plots where offers have 

been accepted and as of 30 June 2008 stood 

at 92,400 plots which is sufficient to meet  

our requirements at current completion  

rates for 4.2 years.

A list of our housebuilding divisions is  

available on our website at  

www.barrattdevelopments.co.uk

Barratt is Britain’s best known housebuilder 
selling new homes though its Barratt Homes, 
David Wilson Homes and Ward Homes brands, 
and older homes through its Oakleaf brand.  
We are a leader amongst housebuilders in the 
provision of social housing and cater for all  
sectors of the housing market from first time 
buyers to luxury apartments.

About Barratt Financial highlights

Legal completions

 18,588
Group revenue

 £3,554.7 m
Profit before tax and exceptionals

 £392.3 m
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Our Responsibility 

Barratt has been implementing the  

principles of CR for over thirty years, forging 

partnerships with Local Authorities for the 

provision of social housing in the 1970’s, 

redeveloping derelict inner city sites in the 

1980’s and promoting the use of brownfield 

land in the 1990’s, but has only formally 

reported on CR since 2004.

Our initial approach to CR was based around 

the Business in the Community (‘BITC’) model 

for CR, which focussed on the Company’s 

impact on the environment, marketplace, 

workplace and community. This developed 

into a risk based approach with all CR risks 

identified in a risk matrix and the establishment 

of strategic CR objectives to guide the 

management of the CR agenda. Our strategic 

CR objectives are described in our 2006 CR 

Report on page 9.

We have established a new CR Steering 

Group, which consists of the Group  

Chief Executive, Group HR Director, Group 

Sales and Marketing Director, Group 

Communications Director, Group General 

Counsel and Company Secretary and Group 

Executive Director North, to oversee the 

development and implementation of CR 

related objectives and targets. The CR 

Steering Group is represented at Board level 

by the Group Chief Executive. We have also 

developed a data collection mechanism to 

measure our CR performance; and as a result 

our CR agenda is now embedded throughout 

our business.

Over the last 12 months we have refined our 

approach to CR so that it is more aligned with 

the business needs of the Group. The CR 

Steering Group has reviewed the key CR  

risks facing the business and has developed 

six Charters that will be used to deliver our 

strategic CR objectives. The Charters are 

organised by operational functions within  

the business which are all represented on  

the CR Steering Group. Responsibility for the 

implementation of each Charter rests with  

the appropriate member of the CR Steering 

Group, as described in the Governance 

structure chart on page 6 and therefore 

decisions of the Steering Group can be 

implemented directly at an operational level. 

Members of the CR Steering Group will deliver 

the implementation of their Charters using 

their functional teams and in this way the CR 

strategy will be integrated into the business  

of the Company.

The Board of Barratt Developments PLC is 
committed to the principles of CR and has  
publicly stated this commitment in a Corporate 
Responsibility policy which is available on our 
website at www.barrattdevelopments.co.uk on  
the ‘Our Responsibilities’ page.

Our approach to  
Corporate Responsibility

In addition to being named 
‘Homebuilder of the Year’  
at the Mail on Sunday British 
Home Awards, Barratt’s 
achievements in corporate 
responsibility over the  
last 12 months have been 
recognised externally through 
many awards, some of which 
are highlighted here.

Hot Property Awards 2008

Platinum – Best Value for Money Development  

(Forest Place, Walthamstow)

Gold – Green Homes  

(Ashford, Kent)

Silver – Best Design and Innovation  

(Fifth Avenue, Harlow)

Silver – Best Community  

(Kings Hill, West Malling)

IET Innovation in Engineering Award

Built Environment Award:  

Eco-Smart Show Village, Manchester

Building For Life Standard

Silver – Design quality  

(Visage, Swiss Cottage, London)  

Considerate Constructors  

Award 2008

Bronze – Fifth Avenue, Harlow

Bronze – Great West Quarter, London

Bronze – Melbury, Newcastle

Bronze – Freemans Meadow, Leicester

Mail on Sunday  

British Home Awards 2008

Affordable Housing  

Development of the Year  

(Tachbrook triangle, Pimlico)

Next Generation Climate Change Index 2008

5th place
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Our Responsibility 

Barratt CR Charters and key CR risks

The Charters cover six of the seven strategic CR objectives: stakeholders and community, creating value for society, managing our environmental 

impacts, procurement and design, occupational health and safety and employment and diversity. The seventh strategic CR objective, governance 

and management systems, does not have a Charter as most of our targets for this objective have been achieved, but governance is still important 

to us and we will continue to report on improvements to our CR governance in our CR reports.

Identified risks Barratt actions this year Page No.

Community Charter

Barratt aims to ensure that the communities it builds have a positive impact on those who live in and around them, economically and socially.

Community dissatisfaction with development Community Consultation 8

Quality of design and layout  Design Guide 9

Failure to maximise local economic and social development  

through schemes  Barratt Urban Regeneration 9

Increasing requirement to build affordable housing Partnerships with Registered Social Landlords, affordability initiatives  8, 8

Customer Charter   

Barratt is committed to providing the highest levels of service to its customers.

Quality of work and service  Customer Service Charter, Code of Practice 10

Control of subcontractors  Customer Service Charter, Code of Practice 10

Training for staff  Customer focused training 10, 11

Failure to maintain communication with customers Customer focused training, on-line communication system 10

Environment Charter 

Barratt supports the need for progressively higher standards in the built environment and is committed to delivering these as quickly and as cost 

effectively as possible. We will focus our efforts on reducing our own and our customer’s environmental impact by improving the quality of what 

we build. (This charter was originally published in January 2008 and concentrated on our commitment to reducing the effects of climate change. 

Since then we have widened the scope of the Charter to include other environmental issues including flooding and bio-diversity.)

Government legislation  Planning applications to Code Level 3 12

Climate change  Barratt Green House 13

Water supply and use  Reduction target 12

Pollution incidents  Ongoing monitoring 23

Waste legislation  Reduction target, ongoing monitoring 12, 15

Maintaining biodiversity  Biodiversity action plan commitment 12

Supply Chain Charter 

Barratt aims to continually improve its standards of procurement and design to reduce its environmental and social impacts by working  

in partnership with its suppliers.

Environmental impact of materials Ethical procurement policy 16

Sustainable timber procurement Sustainable timber procurement policy 16

Packaging waste  Commitment to work with subcontractors 16

Product development to meet government targets Commitment to work with suppliers, Barratt Green House 16, 17

Health and Safety Charter 

Barratt is committed to ensuring high standards of health, safety and welfare for its workforce and the public at all times.

Accidents and fatalities in the workplace Management system, risk identification, performance monitoring 7, 18, 19

Training for staff  IEMA certification, CSCS target, training matrix 7, 18, 18

People Charter 

Barratt is committed to developing the talents of it’s employees so that they can maximise their career potential and provide rewarding careers   

in an atmosphere that ensures equal opportunities for all.

Access to skilled workforce  Graduate Programme, leadership development 21

Staff retention  Engagement index 20

Sickness absence  Engagement index 20

Building a diverse workforce  Diversity strategy 20
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Our Responsibility

Our governance structure for CR has evolved  
over the last year to become more streamlined  
and is based around existing functional structures. 
The Group Board retains full responsibility for 
determining CR strategy, and overall responsibility 
rests with the Group Chief Executive.

Governance and  
Management Systems

Group Board
Determines CR strategy  
CR responsibility: Group Chief Executive

CR delivery teams

People
Led by the Group 
HR Director

Customers
Led by the Group 
Sales & Marketing 
Director

Communities
Led by the Group 
Communications 
Director

Environment
Led by the Group 
Executive Director 
North

Procurement
Led by the Group 
Executive Director 
North

Health & Safety
Led by the Group 
General Counsel  
& Company 
Secretary

Divisional Management Teams

Executive Committee
Ensures delivery of CR strategy  
CR responsibility: Group Chief Executive

Audit Committee

Company Secretariat
Responsible for CR reporting  
CR responsibility: Group General Counsel  
and Company Secretary

CR Steering Group
Responsible for developing and implementing 
CR objectives and targets
CR responsibility: Group Chief Executive

Governance structure

We have created a new CR Steering Group 

comprising members of the Executive 

Committee and chaired by the Group Chief 

Executive that is responsible for developing 

and implementing CR related objectives  

and targets to achieve the overall CR strategy 

set by the Board. The Steering Group  

reports through the Executive Committee  

to the Board.

In addition to the Group Chief Executive the 

Steering Group consists of the Group HR 

Director, Group Sales and Marketing Director, 

Group Communications Director, Group  

General Counsel and Company Secretary and 

Group Executive Director North, and therefore 

represents all key functions within the  

organisation. This allows decisions of the 

Steering Group to be implemented directly  

at an operational level.
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Our Responsibility | Governance and Management Systems

The key CR risks identified by the CR Steering 

Group are included in the overall risk map that 

is owned by the Audit Committee and audited 

through the Internal audit programme.

Management Systems
One of the primary ways we implement 

governance over CR related matters is 

through our management systems.

At the 30 June 2008 all operating divisions 

within the Barratt Group operated an 

environmental management system  

certified to ISO 14001. Compliance with  

the management system is audited regularly 

and this year we have set targets for  

improved performance on site and in fixed 

offices. To assist the operating divisions in 

achieving these targets all Safety, Health  

and Environment (‘SHE’) managers will  

be trained to achieve membership of the  

Institute of Environmental Management  

and Assessment (‘IEMA’).

We have continued to roll out the certification 

of our health and safety management system 

to OHSAS 18001, and at 30 June 2008,  

84% of operating divisions were certified.  

Our target is to have all remaining divisions 

certified by the end of 2008.

As part of the integration of the David Wilson 

Homes business into Barratt following  

the acquisition of Wilson Bowden plc by 

Barratt in April 2007 a review of all operating 

procedures was undertaken to identify best 

practice from both businesses. We have 

begun to collate these procedures into  

a comprehensive manual that will be made 

available throughout the business via an 

intranet platform. This will ensure that the 

correct procedures are always available  

at the point they are needed and will ensure 

consistent and transparent processes are 

used throughout the Group.

Our CR agenda is underpinned by the regular 

collection of data that we use to generate  

our CR key performance indicators and for 

submission to CR benchmarking indexes. 

This year we will increase the robustness of 

the data we collect by validating selected data 

items through our internal audit programme.

2008/09 Measurable Targets

Certify all remaining •	
divisions to OHSAS 18001

 Roll out Policy and •	
Procedures Manual across  
the Group

 Implement internal audit •	
review of selected CR data

 All SHE managers to •	
become members of IEMA

“We have continued to 
roll out the certification 
of our health and safety 
management system  
to OHSAS 18001, and 
at 30 June 2008, 84% of 
operating divisions were 
certified. Our target is 
to have all remaining 
divisions certified by the 
end of 2008.”
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Our Commitment

Barratt Developments aims to ensure that the 
communities it builds have a positive impact on 
those who live in and around them, economically 
and socially. 

Creating sustainable and vibrant 
new communities
1. We will carry out extensive consultation 

with local people and their representatives 

which will be carried out before planning 

applications are submitted.

2. We will introduce best practice guidance, 

starting with a pilot, for community 

consultation so that we can improve the  

way we work with local communities.

3. We will maximise the use of brownfield  

land when it is available for the provision of 

new homes.

4. We have pioneered a specialist regeneration 

unit, Barratt Urban Regeneration, that will 

operate to the highest industry practice level 

in terms of community engagement, social 

regeneration, environmental practice and local 

employment provision. The unit will spread 

best practice throughout the Group.

Improving our standards of design
5. We have introduced new design guidelines 

to ensure that we identify and spread best 

practice and eliminate poor design not just for 

individual homes but whole developments.

6. The new guidelines will cover the whole 

housebuild process from site evaluation  

to construction and site completion and  

each development will be audited against  

the guidelines.

7. We are committed to continuous 

improvement in our standard of design and 

will, where appropriate, consult with CABE 

and the Princes Trust for the Built Environment 

on our work in this area.

Tackling the issue of housing 
affordability
8. We will expand our range of initiatives to 

make our homes affordable to those on lower 

incomes including shared equity products 

and houses under first time buyer schemes 

and key worker initiatives.

9. We are working constructively in 

partnership with housing associations and 

Registered Social Landlords to provide 

affordable housing.

Charitable giving
10. We have put in place a policy of charitable 

giving that links major developments to  

local charities.

11. We will support our employees who 

engage in charitable and voluntary work.

12. We have embedded community activity  

in our graduate development programmes.

This Charter will be reviewed annually

M S Clare, 2008

Community Charter
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Our Commitment | Community Charter

We have been creating a positive social and 

economic impact on the people who live  

in and around our developments for many 

years. Over 70% of our developments have 

been located on brownfield land for the past  

5 years, we have helped first time buyers 

through our innovative shared equity 

purchase schemes and we have contributed 

over £300 million into local communities 

through Section 106 contributions over the 

past 3 years.

Specialist Regeneration Unit
In 2006, Barratt created a specialist 

partnerships division, Barratt Urban 

Regeneration (‘BUR’), whose key objectives 

are to work with housebuilding divisions  

to secure and support the delivery of  

large scale, mixed use and mixed tenure 

regeneration schemes in partnership with 

public sector bodies, housing associations 

and major landowners.

BUR is now supporting 60 development sites 

for 5000 homes in 12 project locations for 

Barratt Homes and David Wilson Homes.

Housing Market Renewal in Liverpool is a 

10-15 year programme working to address 

housing issues in the city. This long term 

programme of refurbishment, re-development 

and improved management of the area is 

helping local communities to live in decent, 

desirable homes in attractive, healthier places.

David Wilson Homes is Liverpool City Council’s 

lead housing developer in the ‘City Centre 

North Zone’ of Liverpool and will develop 

around 1000 homes over ten separate sites  

in the future.

As part of this scheme, in the summer of 

2008, residents moved into the first new  

David Wilson homes in ‘Dorrington Gardens’  

in Everton, a 69-unit mixed tenure scheme  

of family houses and apartments.

David Wilson Homes and BUR are delivering 

a community engagement programme for 

Dorrington Gardens site which includes a 

competition for local children to name the 

development and working with a local school 

to teach children about the dangers of playing 

on or near building sites.

Dorrington Gardens – Local children took part in a competition to design their dream home and the winning 
drawings are featured on site hoardings for the whole community to see.

2008/09 Measurable Targets

Pilot best practice guidance •	
for community consultation

 Implement audits on new •	
developments against the 
design guidelines

Design Guidelines
Good quality design is increasingly important 

to our stakeholders and a key part of creating 

strong and vibrant new communities. In May 

2008 we put in place new design guidelines 

across our brands. The Guidelines celebrate 

and promote many examples of good practice 

across the Company but also highlight areas 

where design could have been improved.  

It is a practical hands on tool to be used by 

everyone in the Company involved in managing 

the design and construction process and 

covers all aspects of the housebuilding 

process from site evaluation to completion. 

The document draws on the advice of  

CABE, the Princes Foundation for the Built 

Environment, English Partnership and the 

Department of Transport. We intend to audit 

our sites against the new Guidelines. 
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Our Commitment

Barratt Developments is committed to providing 
the highest levels of service to its customers. 

Customer Service Charter
1. We will embed our Customer Service 

Charter across the organisation by promoting 

and enhancing the 10 key points and the 

fundamental principles behind them. We will 

provide a consistent service across the Group 

and develop a culture where recommendations 

and suggestions are encouraged.

2. We expect all Suppliers and Contractors to 

adhere to the Customer Service Charter and 

will monitor their compliance. We will work 

openly and co-operatively with our Suppliers 

and Contractors to ensure high standards of 

quality and service are achieved.

Code of Practice and Code  
of Conduct 
3. We will use our Code of Practice and our 

Code of Conduct to give clear guidelines  

on what we expect, as a Company, of  

all staff, suppliers, Contractors and anyone 

representing the Barratt Group of Companies. 

We will promote professional ethics and 

continue to develop a service ethos throughout 

the Group and our supplier network.

Communicating with customers
4. We are improving our customer satisfaction 

survey information to enable us to: 

a.  Improve the way we measure,  

manage, promote and set customer 

satisfaction goals.

 b.  Have a more uniform method of  

reporting and utilising feedback.

5. We have adopted a single out of hours 

emergency service across the Group. This 

includes an automatic electronic registering 

process to ensure easy access, quality and 

speed of response from our emergency 

service suppliers.

6. We will improve electronic accessibility  

to the organisation with the development of 

on-line customer communication / complaints 

systems. We will develop a more streamlined 

process for dealing with queries, enquiries 

and concerns with the introduction of a formal 

escalated complaints procedure and utilise 

Customer Relationship Management to get an 

improved understanding of our customer’s 

needs, demands and expectations.

7. We will work to continually reduce the 

number of referrals to the NHBC.

Staff development
8. We are committed to the continuous 

development of our staff to meet the  

demands of our customers and will ensure all 

customer facing staff have the right skills and 

development opportunities. To deliver this  

we will introduce a new two phase National 

Programme of customer focused training  

and techniques. Phase 1 will be introduced  

by December 2008 and underpins the 

customer service process and Phase 2 will  

be introduced by June 2009 and will focus  

on behavioural change.

This Charter will be reviewed annually

M S Clare, 2008

Customer Charter
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Our Commitment | Customer Charter

Customer Service Training
Customer service is a priority for Barratt and 

we are committed to continuously improving 

the quality of the service we provide. We 

believe that customer service is everyone’s 

responsibility and last year carried out over  

70 days of customer service process training 

as part of a national training programme 

across the Group.

Customer Engagement
We are constantly striving for better ways  

to deliver our service and we welcome all 

customers’ comments, views and suggestions. 

To enable us to do this in a structured way,  

we actively seek feedback by asking our new 

homeowners to participate in a customer 

satisfaction survey. This information helps us 

to implement change by evaluating and 

improving the product and services we 

provide. One of the questions that we ask in 

the survey is “would you recommend Barratt 

to a friend?”. In the year ended 30 June 2008, 

88% of customers responded that they would; 

a good achievement against a backdrop  

of considerable organisational change due  

to the integration of Wilson Bowden into the 

Barratt Group.

Barratt has a dedicated customer service 

department in every divisional office, with  

staff that are committed to understanding  

our customers needs and to make each  

point of communication a positive, friendly, 

knowledgeable and courteous experience. 

We pride ourselves on helping our customers 

not only through the purchase process but 

long after they have moved in. We recognise 

the achievement of our staff in providing  

high standards of customer service through 

awards and last year 38 members of  

staff throughout the Group were awarded  

the Excellence in Customer Service Award.

2008/09 Measurable Targets

Introduce new national •	
programme of customer 
focussed training

Introduce formal escalated •	
complaints procedure

*   2007 figure reported as 89% in 2007.  
Restated to include the newly acquired  
Wilson Bowden business.

Ilir Gjini receiving the overall award for Excellence in Customer Service at the 2008 Barratt Management  
Conference from Chief Executive, Mark Clare and Chairman, Bob Lawson.
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Our Commitment

Barratt Developments supports the need for 
progressively higher standards in the built 
environment and is committed to delivering  
these as quickly and as cost effectively as possible. 
We will focus our efforts on reducing our own  
and our customers’ environmental impact by 
improving the quality of what we build.

Environment Charter

Managing our own  
environmental impacts
1. We have put in place a comprehensive 

measurement system based on ISO 14001  

for our Company’s impact on the environment 

covering our offices, transport and sites. This 

will include energy, water and waste.

2. We have set ambitious targets to reduce 

our impact in each of these areas by 20% 

over the next 3 years. At the end of that time 

we will consider using offsets to set a carbon 

cost for the organisation as a further driver  

to reduce energy consumption.

3. We will procure all electricity used in our 

offices and sites from renewable sources.

4. We will carry out a flood risk assessment 

and introduce the appropriate mitigation when 

required for all developments and in addition 

wherever practicable incorporate sustainable 

urban drainage measures as part of the 

drainage strategy for the development.

Helping our customers  
to improve the environment
5. Barratt homes will be installed with A rated 

domestic appliances where they are available 

as part of a new home sale.

6. All of our new homes will be offered  

with a green tariff for electricity as standard,  

at no extra cost to the home buyer.

7. We will use our purchasing capability and 

start to offer new homeowners energy saving 

packages including energy meters, solar panels 

at cost price and increasingly as standard.

8. We will carry out a green travel assessment 

for all developments and include measures  

to encourage walking, cycling and the use  

of public transport.

Improving the environmental 
standards of what we build
9. We are committed to resolving the issues 

that need to be tackled to achieve zero 

carbon homes by 2016. We will invest in 

building prototypes such as the Greenhouse 

at the Building Research Establishment.  

We will work with our suppliers to provide 

technological solutions to deliver zero  

carbon affordably.

10. New planning applications promoted  

after 1st July 2008 will be to Code Level 3.  

We will have developed Code Level 4 

compliant designs by 1st January 2010 and 

concluded the feasibility of Code Level 6 

compliant designs by 2013 to facilitate 

meeting the 2016 zero carbon target.

11. We will enter into a partnership with an 

energy partner, E-on, to design, install and 

operate low carbon solutions for our major 

developments across Great Britain in the 

most cost effective way.

12. We will prepare a Biodiversity Action Plan 

for all new developments unless a Phase 1 

Habitat Survey shows there is no ecological 

value in the site.

This Charter will be reviewed annually

M S Clare, 2008

(This Charter was originally published in January 
2008 and concentrated on our commitments to 
reducing the effects of climate change. Since then 
we have widened the scope of the Charter to 
include other environmental issues including 
flooding and bio-diversity.)
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Barratt has been improving the environmental 

standards of what and how it builds for 

several years. We built the Eco-Smart village 

in Chorley to test the effectiveness of adding 

environmental technologies onto existing 

house designs and we have recently been 

selected by English Partnerships as the 

preferred developer for the first large scale 

zero carbon community in the country at 

Hanham Hall near Bristol.

We are managing our environmental impacts 

in a variety of ways. Last year 13% of 

developments had a Biodiversity Action Plan, 

21 developments integrated renewable energy 

technology onsite capable of generating 

1.68gWh of energy and 309 developments 

had flood risk assessments. Of the units that 

we legally completed last year 3,419 units 

were certified to Ecohomes standards and 

2,843 units had a rainwater harvesting 

collection system.

We are also pleased with our achievement  

in the 2008 Climate Change Index run  

by Next Generation, the sustainable homes 

benchmarking club, run as a multi-stakeholder 

initiative by The Housing Corporation WWF-UK, 

Insight Investment, Bank of Scotland and 

Upstream. Barratt came 5th in a field of  

20 volume housebuilders in this years index 

aimed specifically at how housebuilders are 

dealing with climate change. This improves  

on the 7th place Barratt achieved in last years 

index which assessed housebuilders general 

sustainability performance.

Improving The Environmental 
Standards Of What We Build
The Barratt Green House, designed by 

architects Gaunt Francis, won the national 

architectural ‘Home for the Future’ design 

competition, attracting more than 22,000 votes 

from the public. The competition challenged 

architects and developers to produce a 

mainstream house type with reduced carbon 

emissions as part of the 2007 Mail on Sunday 

British Homes Awards, sponsored by the 

National House Building Council.

The award-winning Gaunt Francis design  

was selected ahead of eight other designs 

short-listed by a distinguished panel of judges 

and is supported by the National Centre  

for Excellence in Housing and the BRE 

(Building Research Establishment). Following 

development with Barratt, the design meets 

the highest Level 6 of the Government’s Code 

for Sustainable Homes and will therefore  

emit no carbon on average over the course  

of a year.

The Barratt Green House is located at the 

BRE ‘Innovation Park’ at Garston, near 

Watford and will be the subject of rigorous 

scientific testing over a two-year period  

to assess every aspect of the design, 

construction and materials. For example  

the heavy concrete floors used will reduce  

the need for cooling in the hotter summers 

anticipated in climate change predictions. 

Also, the interior space is flexible allowing 

different permutations of layout to suit the 

changing needs of the occupiers.

High levels of insulation are incorporated in the 

building’s ‘envelope’, which provides Barratt 

with a sample of how to achieve Level 6 of the 

Government’s Code for Sustainable Homes. 

The house walls are wrapped in 180mm of 

insulation to keep heat in, and the windows are 

triple-glazed, allowing a good proportion of 

glazing equivalent to 25 per cent of floor area. 

The result is a light and airy home offering a 

comfortable living environment.

The structure of the house includes walls 

constructed from aircrete masonry blocks 

with thin-joint mortar and concrete floor  

slabs, to provide a robust frame with high 

‘thermal mass’. This will help reduce any 

potential overheating problems within the 

finished house.

In addition to its energy saving features, the 

Barratt Green House picks up credits across 

the range of sustainability criteria. To minimise 

water consumption, for example, a rainwater 

collection and re-use system will supply  

water for WCs and the washing machine.

The materials used in the structure and 

high-performance insulation will help keep  

the house warm in winter and cool in summer. 

The homes automatic window shutters play  

a key role here, opening to make the most of 

daylight or closing to minimise heat build-up 

from strong sunlight. Special background 

ventilation ensures the house has fresh air 

without letting cold air in.

Cross section through the Barratt 
Green House which incorporates 
rooftop planting to enlarge the local 
ecosystem, automatic shutters to 
limit the build up of heat in summer 
and high performance insulation  
to keep heat inside the house. The 
house is also interactive, with power 
and data distributed around the 
house to allow wired and wireless 
internet access everywhere.
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Barratt plans to take the most successful 

aspects of the Green House design and  

apply them to homes that we build in  

future. Early findings from the test house 

construction include:

The basic H&H Celcon block wall structure •	

is comparatively simple to erect and 

provides an opportunity for improved air 

permeability values and reduced build 

times, which means the system is capable 

of being used on future developments.

 The Structurally Insulated Panels (‘SIP’) roof •	

would also reduce construction programme 

times and provide an offsite fabrication 

element to this build system. Roofs could 

be assembled at ground level and lifted as 

a complete item.

 The solid external wall block system used •	

on the Barratt Green House could be used 

at multiple levels of Code compliance.  

A simple reduction in external insulation 

thickness, leaving the basic structure  

as standard, would increase production 

volumes and hopefully reduce costs.

Windows with low ‘U’ values will need to be •	

sourced within the UK from manufacturers 

capable of delivering the volumes needed 

for Code compliance.

 Cost-effective and low-maintenance •	

rainwater harvesting systems must be 

sourced to avoid future customer  

care issues.

Helping Our Customers  
To Improve The Environment
In January 2008 Barratt committed in its 

Environment Charter to offer a green tariff  

for electricity at no extra cost for all new 

homes. We have partnered with E-on Energy 

Limited to supply our new homes with their 

Go Green energy all powered by 100% 

certifiable Green Electricity. For every kWh 

used by Barratt, E-on will buy the equivalent 

unit from Renewable Sources. All new  

sites will be supplied with Go Green and in 

addition we will transfer all existing sites to  

Go Green where we are able. Approximately  

20% of our sites are now supplied with Go  

Green energy.

We have also converted the electricity supply 

to our fixed offices to a green tariff supplied  

by E-on wherever possible.

Environmental Compliance
Barratt Group companies were subject to one 

environmental prosecution in the reporting 

period which was for working outside 

designated site hours, breaching planning 

regulations. Procedures have now been put  

in place to prevent this from happening again.

Managing Our Own  
Environmental Impacts
In order to meet our charter commitment to 

reduce our impact on the environment we will 

analyse how we generate energy, water and 

waste and set annual targets to achieve an 

overall 20% reduction over three years.

We are particularly pleased with the 

improvement we have made to segregation  

of waste on site, increasing from 39% to 58% 

but we are disappointed in the increase in 

volume of waste generated and energy used 

in construction. We believe these increases 

may be due to the way data from the Wilson 

Bowden and Barratt businesses have been 

combined, and also improved data collection, 

and we are analysing our data in more  

detail to understand why the increases have 

occurred and how we can reduce our waste 

production and energy use.

Left: Work begins on the insulated raft foundation of the Barratt Green House.  
Right: Triple glazed window units being installed. 
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Barratt’s Go Green booklet is given to all new homes supplied with Go Green electricity.

2008/09 Measurable Targets

 Set annual targets for the •	
reduction of energy, waste 
and water

 Measure the number of  •	
new planning applications 
promoted after 1 July 2008 
to Code Level 3

 Prepare a Biodiversity Action •	
Plan for all new developments 
unless Phase 1 Habitat Survey 
shows there is no ecological 
value in the site

We will also test the accuracy of the data we 

use to generate these performance indicators 

through our internal audit process.

Our average mains water consumption has 

gone down slightly but we have determined 

that this data is based on approximately 80% 

of estimated data because developments  

very rarely meter their water supply. We will 

consider this year how to obtain robust data 

for measuring site water consumption as part 

of our Environment Charter commitment.
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Our Commitment

Barratt Developments aims to continually improve 
its standards of procurement and design to reduce 
its environmental and social impacts by working  
in partnership with its suppliers. 

Supply Chain Charter

1. We will implement a sustainable and ethical 

procurement policy that will seek to measure 

and improve the following;

 a.  The impact of the distance travelled  

by major products from their point of 

manufacture to their final point of use.

b.  The embodied energy in major products.

 c.  The environmental impact ratings of major 

materials in accordance with the Code for 

Sustainable Homes.

 d.  The use of material with recycled content.

 e.  The water and energy efficiency of all 

appliances used in the homes we build.

This policy will ensure that we consider the 

sustainability value of a product as well as  

its cost.

2. We will benchmark our suppliers on the 

environmental performance of their products 

and work with them to help them improve  

the sustainability of their products.

3. We will implement a sustainable  

timber procurement policy for all major  

timber supplies.

4. We will work with our suppliers to minimise 

packaging waste and encourage the use  

of sustainable packaging where it cannot  

be eliminated.

 

5. We will work with our suppliers to identify 

and develop the products that we will need  

to deliver affordable zero carbon homes  

and to develop Green Option Packages for 

our customers.

6. We will require all Group Suppliers to 

provide their own environmental strategy  

with clear improvement action plans  

where required.

This Charter will be reviewed annually

M S Clare, 2008
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Erecting aircrete wall panels on the Barratt Green House.

Working With Suppliers
In June 2008, Barratt held a supply chain 

environmental forum for approximately 100 of 

its major suppliers. The forum was designed 

to explain to our suppliers the environmental 

agenda facing Barratt and how our suppliers 

can help us to tackle the challenges that  

this agenda presents.

The forum included an introduction to the 

Code for Sustainable Homes and looked at 

Barratt’s construction of the first Code Level  

6 house, the ‘Green House’. We explained  

our approach to CR and introduced  

our supply chain charter, including our 

requirements for a sustainable procurement 

policy and supplier assessments. WRAP 

(Waste Resources Action Programme) also 

gave a presentation on the issues surrounding 

the reduction of waste to landfill. The forum 

has set the agenda for individual supplier 

engagement as we implement our supply 

chain charter.

The Green House provided the ideal 

opportunity for Barratt to demonstrate its 

commitment to innovation and continuous 

product development. The challenge of 

design and construction of the house relied 

upon the strong partnerships that have  

been developed over many years. One such 

partnership is with H+H UK Limited, the 

leading provider of aircrete solutions in the 

UK. Barratt engaged with H+H at the earliest 

opportunity to optimise the basic design of 

the structure using a new form of construction. 

After much consultation and joint research into 

the demanding requirements of the building, 

lightly reinforced storey height aircrete 

elements were chosen and used to form an 

airtight shell. The Green House is the first to 

use this novel construction method and with 

careful planning, project workshops and 

brainstorming sessions the team worked 

together to ensure that construction ran 

smoothly on site: pre-completion testing of  

the building confirmed the design performance 

of the onerous specification targets. Following 

the success of the project, Barratt are 

continuing the process of incremental 

improvements from the lessons learnt with 

H+H to produce homes for our customers 

that are both enjoyable to live in and 

contribute to a sustainable future.

 Publish sustainable •	
procurement policy

2008/09 Measurable Targets
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Our Commitment

Barratt Developments is committed to ensuring 
high standards of health, safety and welfare for  
its workforce and the public at all times. 

Health and Safety Charter

Measurement and reporting
1. We aim to maintain an injury incidence  

rate below 650 (per 100,000 employed) and 

continue to adopt initiatives that will enable  

us to achieve our objective of an incident rate 

of less than 560 by 2010.

2. We will continue to target improvements in 

the following areas identified as principal risks 

on developments via specific monitoring and 

awareness campaigns;

i. Traffic and Pedestrian Management

ii. Working at Height

iii. Public Safety

iv. Lifting Operations

v. Slips and Trips.

3. We have carried out a full analysis of the 

major risks affecting the safe operation of the 

business and evaluated current understanding 

and application of suitable control measures 

to prevent a serious incident.

Training and communication
4. We provide the necessary training for 

employees and develop skills to promote, 

plan, manage and improve our health and 

safety performance. We will ensure that a 

training matrix is in place within all operating 

divisions, to enable minimum health and 

safety training to be provided to all staff as 

defined within our management system.

5. We will continually review communication 

methods to ensure effective worker 

consultation that creates an environment  

of respect for all and ensures that we engage 

with them so that health and safety becomes 

a collaborative effort. We will engage with our 

supply chain to set a minimum standard for 

competence and promote systems so that 

materials can be safely delivered, stored, 

used, maintained and disposed of.

6. All our site-based personnel will be 

appropriately carded and suitably qualified  

in accordance with the Construction Skills 

Certification Scheme by the end of 2010.

Management systems and policy
7. We continue to maintain a comprehensive 

Safety, Health and Environmental management 

system, accredited to the health and  

safety standard OHSAS 18001 and the 

environmental standard ISO 14001. We will 

monitor compliance with the management 

system on our developments at least once 

per month and we will carry out an annual 

internal audit within all operating divisions  

with a target of 88% compliance with the 

management system.

8. We continue to promote improvements  

of health and safety within the industry and 

contribute fully to initiatives promoted by the 

Home Builders Federation and Health and 

Safety Executive. We will exchange best 

practice and lessons learned in order to 

increase awareness across the industry.

9. We will review our Occupational Health 

Strategy and form a working party to act  

as a focal point for developing policies and 

procedures within the group.

This Charter will be reviewed annually

M S Clare, 2008
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Barratt Safety, Health and Environmental Manager using the new Personal Digital Assistant 
to complete a site audit.

Despite making good progress in safety, 

health and environment, reducing our 

reportable accident incident rate to 656 per 

100,000 persons employed, the Group is 

saddened to report the death of one person 

and serious illness of another at a completed 

development at Bedfont Lakes in West 

London in February 2008. The primary cause 

appears to be carbon monoxide poisoning 

from a gas heating installation. To reassure 

our customers, we have contacted the 

occupiers of all Barratt properties built with 

similar heating systems and made available  

a free heating system check and carbon 

monoxide detector from British Gas. We 

continue to work closely with the enforcing 

authorities in their investigation and our 

thoughts remain with the families of those 

involved in the incident.

Our accident incident rate has decreased 

each year since 2005 although the figure 

increased last year after it was restated to 

include the newly acquired Wilson Bowden 

business. This year we have carried out  

a full analysis of the major risks affecting the 

business and have targeted improvements  

in specific areas. We have continued to make 

good progress towards our target of a fully 

Construction Skills Certification Scheme 

(‘CSCS’) carded and qualified workforce, 

including our subcontractors, by 2010.  

At present 90% of our workforce, including 

subcontractors, has achieved this target.

SHE Performance Monitoring
We audit the use of our Safety, Health and 

Environmental (‘SHE’) management system 

on our sites regularly. We previously used 

external consultants to do this but now 

employ a full in-house SHE team and this  

has provided the focus to enable overall 

improvements in our performance with all 

divisions achieving 88% compliance.

Monitoring of SHE performance has been 

enhanced by the introduction of a Personal 

Digital Assistant (‘PDA’) based tool linked  

to a central portal. The tool is part of the 

Homebuilder Software package, which is a 

custom-built package designed exclusively  

for Barratt Developments by our IT Systems 

Development Team. The system enables 

consistent monitoring of standards across  

the full range of SHE issues and provides  

a site rating which is utilised to both  

assess performance and identify areas for 

improvement. The SHE team review on site 

 Reduce the accident  •	
incident rate by 5% from 
2007/08 figure

 Target improvements in •	
principal risk areas

2008/09 Measurable Targets

performance across a number of parameters 

and assess compliance with our SHE 

management system. Once the review has 

been completed a report is provided on site 

and transmitted back to the head office where 

it is stored on a central computer allowing  

a full evaluation of trends across the Group. 

Once an inspection has been completed the 

reports are also immediately transmitted to 

our Construction Directors so that they are 

quickly informed of any issues and can deal 

with them appropriately.
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Barratt Developments is committed to developing 
the talents of its employees so that they can 
maximise their career potential and to providing 
rewarding careers in an atmosphere that ensures 
equal opportunities for all. 

Engagement
1. We are engaging with our people so that 

they understand and follow Barratt’s strategic 

aims, objectives, ways of working and  

values by:

Creating a strong, shared culture•	

 Developing values we believe in that  •	

are known and re-enforced

 Engaging our people behind business •	

priorities

Empowering our people to achieve.•	

2. We have introduced an Engagement  

Index to measure how well we engage with 

our people and we have developed a series  

of activities in every part of the Company  

to improve our performance.

Training and development
3. We are continuing to improve the calibre, 

capability and leadership of our people by:

Developing robust succession plans  •	

that bring talent through the business

 Ensuring that talent development is •	

embedded within the organisation.

4. We have introduced a Capability Index  

to measure the capability of our people  

and our target is that 80% achieve or  

exceed expectations.

Encouraging success
5. We are developing a strong performance 

culture linking people to the business’ 

performance by:

Ensuring that all our people undergo •	

Performance Development Reviews

 Understanding our people’s performance •	

and potential

 Measuring and improving our People Key •	

Performance Indicators

 Helping our people to be clear on our •	

expectations of them and how we can 

support them.

Recruitment and retention
6. We have provided a clear reward and 

recognition structure by:

 Implementing comprehensive HR policies •	

that are well understood

 Providing flexible and aligned benefits•	

 Recognising great performance through •	

awards, instant recognition and incentives.

7. We will develop a diversity strategy that will 

ensure equal opportunity for all our people.

This Charter will be reviewed annually

M S Clare, 2008

People Charter
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Left: Barratt Graduates taking part in a training and development session.  
Right: During a site visit as part of their induction. 

We recognise that one of our key strengths as 

a Group is our people and despite the current 

economic environment it is important that we 

continue to develop and invest in our people 

and their expertise to ensure the continued 

success of our business.

We have embedded succession planning 

processes across the business with bi-annual 

reviews in place and we have conducted  

our first Engagement Survey which has 

enabled us to ascertain how we can make  

our business a better place to work and 

become an employer of choice.

Graduate Programme
Recruiting graduates into the housebuilding 

sector has traditionally been more difficult 

than other businesses. However, we identified 

that bringing talented young graduates  

into the organisation is a key ingredient in 

delivering future leaders of the business.

In 2007 we designed a new graduate 

recruitment process to recruit approximately 

50 graduates from the September intake.

The process begins with an on-line 

application form to sift initial applications, and 

then differentiator-based questionnaires and 

telephone interviews that encompass present 

and future industry challenges. The final  

stage is a daylong assessment centre that 

included interviews, psychometric tests and 

bespoke business simulation activity. Senior 

operational managers were involved in the 

assessment centre selection and this has 

been instrumental in stimulating a coaching 

and mentoring culture across the business.

Successful applicants are now taking part  

in a two-year development programme that 

encompasses eight-week discipline rotations, 

management development modules and 

sponsorship for qualifications. All of the 

graduates have completed volunteering 

activities in the local community, supporting 

our Community Charter.

“The graduate programme has provided me 

with an opportunity to experience all areas  

of the business. The first year rotations have 

served as an introduction to the different roles 

and responsibilities in the business. Training 

has also been encouraged in the form of 

professional qualifications and I will commence 

a sponsored MSc in Construction from 

September. The graduate programme has 

provided all of this opportunity, alongside the 

support of my mentor and colleagues, giving 

me the greatest chance to lay strong 

foundations for a successful career.”  

Kate Garrett – graduate based in our  

London division.

Leadership Development 
Our Leadership Development Programmes 

are key components in growing and 

developing talent throughout the 

management levels of the organisation. It is  

a truly integrated approach linked directly to 

succession plans and aimed at continuously 

and proactively improving the calibre and 

capability of our managers.

There are currently four different Leadership 

Development Programmes, which start with 

management development for those identified 

at junior levels of the succession plan and go 

all the way up to a high potential programme 

for senior leaders of the future.

Each programme focuses on performance 

leadership and broadens the emphasis from 

specific areas of technical competence to 

unlock wider potential, enable cultural change 

and stimulate a dynamic environment for 

future growth across the organisation.
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Summary

Data summary 

 12 months to 30 June 

   2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2008/2009 Target

Barratt Corporate Responsibility Data

(Key performance indicators are in bold)

Number of units legally completed in the  

reporting period   14,021 14,351 14,601 15,517 18,588

Number of divisions at the end of the reporting period 31 33 33 34 321

Number of Developments providing data  227 135 153 473 599

Governance and management systems 

KPI – Number of Divisions certified to ISO 14001  0 6 15 26 32 Maintain 100% certification

KPI – Number of Divisions certified to OHSAS 18001 0 1 7 20 27 Achieve 100% certification

Stakeholders and community 

KPI – Customer care performance (%)  

(would recommend Barratt Group companies to a friend)  79.7 85 882 88 Increase score

Developments registered with the Considerate  

Constructors Scheme (%)   0.4 0.7 7.8 40 44

Developments that received an award/recognition  

for design quality or sustainability (%)     4 4

Developments that plan for (and implement)  

stakeholder dialogue (%)    18.5 4 2 15 20 

Money raised by employees for charitable causes (£)    15,148 89,834

Developments that provided  

a Purchasers Handbook (%)      43 42

Developments that engaged with NGOs or other  

major stakeholders (%)      15 3

BITC Corporate Responsibility Index Score (%)   64 77 82.5 NC

Creating value for society 

Developments on former brownfield site (%)   76 78 78 71

KPI – Homes/Units built on former brownfield sites (%) 80 82 83 78 69

Total cost of Section 106 Agreements or equivalent (£1,000’s)   159,324 89,455 74,315

S106/S75 Social Housing (£1,000’s)    67,596 64,603 38,292

S106/S75 Highway/Transport (£1,000’s)    18,129  6,486 10,497

S106/S75 Environmental /Regeneration (£1,000’s)   14,010 4,924 5,283

S106/S75 Youth/Sport (£1,000’s)    14,997 4,646 4,293

S106/S75 Education/Arts (£1,000’s)    15,181 7,390 9,911

S106/S75 Health Care (£1,000’s)    9,607 182 2,606

S106/S75 CCTV (£1,000’s)     9,733  256 32

S106/S75 Admin/other areas (£1,000’s)    10,068 965 3,397

1 Following restructuring in June 2008 the number of divisions reduced to 26.
2 Reported as 89 in 2007. Restated to include the newly acquired Wilson Bowden business.

NC – Not Completed

(All calculations for CO2 emissions are based on an emission rate of 0.43 kg CO2/kWh)
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 12 months to 30 June 

   2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2008/2009 Target

Managing our environment impacts

Energy Use – Office Buildings (kgCO2/100m2)   5,436 4,041 3,595 4,1211 Set target for annual reduction

Estimated total amount of CO2 emitted from all fixed  

office buildings (Tonnes CO2)      2,010 2,575

Average energy used in the office buildings (kWh/m2)  166 125 111 1242

Offices with energy reduction initiatives(%)     12 20

KPI Energy Use – Construction Process (kgCO2/unit) 889 1,243 889 1,429 17923 Set target for annual reduction

Estimated total amount of CO2 emitted on site during  

the construction process (Tonnes CO2)     22,156 33,309

Estimated total amount of CO2 emitted from  

business travel – car, rail and flights (Tonnes CO2)   5,039 4,867 5,929

Estimated total amount of CO2 emitted  

by the Barratt Group – including Office, Site  

and Business Travel (Tonnes CO2)     29,032 41,814

Total volume of ALL construction waste produced  

in the reporting period (m3)      478,000 694,019

KPI – Volume of construction waste produced    

per unit legally completed in the reporting period (m3)  29.6 31.8 30.8 37.3 Set target for annual reduction

Percentage of construction waste segregated  

on site for recycling – Based on Tonnage(%)   14 17 24 39 58  Set target for annual increase

Volume of inert materials reused onsite (m3)     218,291 NC

Volume of mixed office waste produced (m3)     4,748 70194

Volume of office paper waste recycled (m3)     1,225 3,4555

Mains Water Use – Construction Process (m3/unit) 24.7 19.6 23.5 29.4 27.3 Set target for annual reduction

Estimated total volume of mains water used on site  

during the construction process (m3)     456,200 507,452

Developments with a Biodiversity Action Plan (%)  0 0.65 8 13

Commercial Vehicle Movements –      

Construction Process (number/unit)  39.3 44.5 61.5 32.6 36.8

Estimated Total Commercial Vehicle Movements  

on site during the construction process     504,889 649,968

Number of environmental interventions from enforcing agencies  6 13 8 8 1

Number of environmental complaints  2 0 7 71 18

Number of environmental prosecutions/cautions 2 0 3 2 1

Developments that integrate renewable energy  

on site (Number)      13  21

Amount of energy generation capacity from renewable  

sources on site (GWh)        1.68

Total number of units, legally completed  

in the reporting period, with certified Ecohomes  

assessments (Number)     560 2,240 3,419

1 This figure is based on data returned for 85% of offices.
2 This figure is based on data returned for 85% of offices.
3 This figure is based on data returned for 77% of units legally completed in the reporting period.
4 This figure is based on data from 78% of our offices.
5 This figure is based on data from 78% of our offices.
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Summary | Data summary

 12 months to 30 June 

   2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2008/2009 Target

Managing our environment impacts continued

Breakdown of above total:  

Pass     185 240 169 

Good     256 564 606 

Very good     19 1,427 2,525 

Excellent     0 9 119

Total number of units, legally completed  

in the reporting period, with certified  

Code for Sustainable Homes assessments (%)     0 0

Breakdown of above total

Sustainability rating 1*      0 0

Sustainability rating 2**      0 0

Sustainability rating 3***      0 0

Sustainability rating 4****      0 0

Sustainability rating 5*****      0 0

Sustainability rating 6******      0 0

Number of units legally completed in the  

reporting period with a rainwater harvesting  

collection system (Number)      807 2,843

Number of units legally completed in the  

reporting period with greywater recycling 

in all dwellings (Number)      9  0

Number of Developments that incorporate the use  

of Sustainable Urban Drainage (Number)     99 212

Number of Developments with flood  

risk assessments (Number)      158 309

Occupational Health and Safety

KPI – Accident Incident Rate  928 1,060 672 8571 656 Reduce rate by 5% 

(accidents per 100,000 employees)

HSE Breaches   4 0 0 0 0

HSE Prohibition Notices   3 0 0 3 3

HSE Improvement Notices   4 0 3 5 1

Employment and Diversity

Average number of permanent employees  3,881 4,586 4,792 4,829 6,407

KPI – Staff Turnover (%)   36 32 34.4 25.5 27

Sickness Absence (Average number of days lost per employee) 4.2 4.4 3.8 3.6 3.8

1 Reported as 643 in 2007. Restated to include all Wilson Bowden reportable accidents.



Verification Statement
This is the fifth Corporate Responsibility publication 
from Barratt Developments covering the reporting 
period July 2007 to June 2008. Due to the acquisition 
of Wilson Bowden during 2007, the last report was 
an ‘update’ not containing data from the David 
Wilson and Ward branded Divisions.

This is the fourth successive year that Barratt’s  
CR Report (or update) has been verified by Ocean 
Certification Limited. The purpose of the report 
verification process is to provide assurance that the 
claims and data contained in this report are based 
on actual and reliable information.

This is the first full CR Report since the integration  
of Barratt and Wilson Bowden, with a change  
in the CR agenda through the development of six  
new charters addressing Community, Customers, 
Environment, Supply Chain, Health and Safety, and 
People as a framework for its strategic objectives 
and targets.
 

Methodology used
The AA1000 Assurance Standard principles have 
been used as reference to ensure the materiality, 
completeness and responsiveness of the reporting 
of Barratt’s sustainability performance.

Financial data included with in the report is outside 
the scope of this assurance activity. Data in the CR 
Report taken from the Annual Report and Accounts 
has been independently audited by Deloitte.

Claims and data published in the report have been 
independently verified through review of Divisional 
CR Questionnaire returns, information that is in the 
public domain and data provided by the Deputy 
Company Secretary.

During this reporting period, I have independently 
audited 30 of the then operating Divisions over a 
period of 63 days, visiting in excess of 100 different 
development sites to assess the performance of  
the Company’s Safety, Health and Environmental 
(SHE) management system.

As part of the assessment process I have interviewed 
Directors, Managers, Site Personnel, Office Staff, 
Sales Negotiators, SHE Managers and Sub 
Contractors. Further interviews have taken place 
with the Deputy Group Secretary. Some of the 
content and claims made in the report have been 
witnessed by myself, including a visit to the Barratt 
Green House.

Materiality
Principle – has the Reporting Organisation included 
the information about its Sustainability Performance 
required by its Stakeholders for them to be able to 
make informed judgements, decisions and actions.

The Report covers the materiality of the key CR risk 
areas. Charters have been developed as a strategic 
tool to deploy and monitor CR objectives. Each 
charter has an owner from the CR Steering Group 
and measurable targets have been set for the next 
reporting period.

This new approach to CR is well described with  
the main focus of sustainability goals, particularly 
minimising environmental impact associated with 
construction activities. The structure of the Charter 
ensures that the concerns of key stakeholders  
e.g. communities, customers and suppliers, are 
being considered.

With the change in methodology from previous CR 
Reports, and specific new targets not being set in 
the 2007 CR Update Report, stakeholders may have 
some difficulty with continuity of reporting of some 
data and objectives. But the new charters should 
enable stakeholders to more easily judge progress 
in future.

Due to market conditions and associated 
re-structuring at Divisional level following the end  
of the reporting period, it was decided not to collect 
certain categories of information as part of the 
Divisional CR Questionnaire process e.g. SAP ratings, 
internal potable water consumption and employment 
and diversity.

It is also evident that previous reports have  
included a wider range and quantity of case studies 
demonstrating Barratt’s approach to managing its 
sustainability performance.

Completeness
Principle – evaluate the extent to which the 
Reporting Organisation can identify and understand 
material aspects of its sustainability performance.

There is evidence that the organisational approach 
to sustainability is maturing with the establishment 
of the charter format which should make it easier  
to identify material aspects within the organisation. 
Although in terms of completeness the report does 
not address as wide a range of issues through 
inclusion of case studies and a full suite of 
performance data.

It was noted that the conversion factor used for 
calculating CO2 will need updating to reflect Defra 
guidance and going forward, account for the 
elements of renewable energy sources used.

One of the greatest challenges facing the 
housebuilding sector is delivery of an affordable 
home that will meet the exacting level 6 requirements 
of the Code for Sustainable Homes. It is encouraging 
to see Barratt taking a lead in this area with  
the Barratt Green House, Hanham Hall Carbon 
Challenge project and this year’s target for CSH 
Code level 3. The Next Generation Climate Change 
Benchmarking Exercise identifies potential areas  
for improvement. Such actions have been 
incorporated into this year’s CR programme.

Through the Supply Chain Charter there is an 
acknowledgement that Barratt will need to work in 
partnership with its major suppliers to deliver more 
sustainable products and minimise their associated 
life cycle impact.

Responsiveness
Principle – evaluate whether the Reporting 
Organisation has responded to Stakeholder 
concerns, policies and relevant standards, and 
adequately communicated these responses in  
its Report.

Concerns have been raised on previous CR Report 
verification activities with regards to the accuracy 
and integrity of some of the data gathered through 
the Divisional CR Questionnaire process. This  
has again been acknowledged and a measurable  
target has been documented within the Governance 
and Management section of the report implement 
internal audit review of selected CR data.

Supplier engagement has commenced and  
targets set for development of a sustainable 
procurement policy.

From certification visits that I have undertaken, it is 
evident that communication of strategic objectives 
still requires attention, the development of the 
Charters should facilitate this. Benefits have been 
noted from utilisation of internal SHE Management  
in the improvement of the operation and awareness 
of the management system.

Feedback from the previous full report and update  
is limited, and Barratt has not canvassed opinion 
from key stakeholders.

Impressions from assessment  
of the report
The intent communicated through the report is 
progressive and reflects the positive and 
increasingly proactive approach witnessed 
throughout the Company. Some of the reported 
trends have been affected by the integration 
exercise during 2007 and 2008.

The organisation is taking the lead in some areas  
of sustainability, suitably demonstrated by the Group 
Chief Executive’s role on the CR Steering Group and 
the Chair of the UK Green Building Council.

Suggested areas for improvement
To ensure completeness of future CR reports, 
Barratt would benefit from consideration of  
the following: 
•	 	Review	methods	and	frequency	of	site	data	

collection. As well provision for Corporate 
Reporting, it is a requirement for CSH criteria.

•	 	Ensure	the	effective	communication	and	
deployment of the Charters throughout  
the organisation.

•	 	The	use	of	appropriate	CO2 conversion factors 
requires clarification to ensure reported data 
related to electricity usage is accurate and  
can be effectively benchmarked.

Verifier: Phil Dorr 
Date: October 2008

Phil Dorr 
On behalf of Ocean Certification Ltd

Phil Dorr is an Associate Member of the Institute  
of Environmental Management and Assessment 
(IEMA), a Technician Member of the Institution of 
Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH) a Member of 
the Chartered Quality Institute (CQI) and a Chartered 
Quality Professional. As a registered lead auditor  
he undertakes independent third party assessments  
of quality, environmental and occupational health 
and safety management systems on behalf of 
Ocean Certification Ltd.
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